Conjugated ionic state and its distribution in perylene bisimide doped film: A characterization of Z-scanning in confocal Raman spectroscopy.
Ion-doped states are significant for improving the performance in organic semiconductor-based devices, which require clear characterization to understand their relationship with conductivity and charge transporting mechanisms. In this paper, Raman spectroscopy is used to track the evolution of a dianion-anion-neutral mixture in a perylene bisimide (PBI)-doped film under air, with z-scanning carried out in the confocal mode. The precise distribution for the different states along the film depth is realized within 3.5 μm. The whole film is clearly divided into three regions: the ion-poor state, transition region and ion-rich state. The ion ratio and distribution are strongly related to the film conductivity and the onset voltage shift. Changes in the distribution of the ionic species during oxidation and electrode catalysis are clearly recorded by z-scanning, which is beneficial for understanding the charge transfer properties as well as the mechanism underlying working devices.